
Six Little Diners An Aspie Girl In
Massachusetts (Diner Short Story Mysteries 6)
The bustling streets of Massachusetts hold a plethora of hidden secrets
and tantalizing culinary adventures, especially within its charming diners.
"Six Little Diners: An Aspie Girl in Massachusetts Diner Short Story
Mysteries" introduces readers to a captivating series of cozy mysteries
that unfolds within the unique ambiance of these beloved eateries.

Join Penny Parrish, a young woman with Asperger's Syndrome, as she
navigates the social complexities and culinary delights of Massachusetts
diners. With her keen observation skills and unwavering determination,
Penny unravels puzzling crimes that would otherwise go unnoticed.

Meet Penny Parrish: The Aspie Sleuth

Penny Parrish is not your average protagonist. She is a bright and
observant young woman who happens to have Asperger's Syndrome. Her
unique perspective and attention to detail grant her an extraordinary ability
to notice subtle clues that others may miss. Penny's social challenges
sometimes hinder her interactions, but they also sharpen her senses and
allow her to see the world in a different light.
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As a self-proclaimed "Aspie sleuth," Penny uses her exceptional skills to
solve mysteries that plague the diners she frequents. From stolen recipes
to missing ingredients, she uncovers secrets and restores justice, one diner
at a time.

The Diner Setting: A Culinary Crossroads

Diners in Massachusetts are more than just places to eat; they are vibrant
social hubs and cultural landmarks. Each diner in the series possesses its
own unique character and history, providing a rich backdrop for Penny's
investigations. From the bustling atmosphere of a 24-hour diner to the cozy
confines of a family-owned establishment, Penny immerses herself in the
diner culture, becoming an integral part of each community.

Food and Mystery: A Tangy Combination

Food plays a pivotal role in "Six Little Diners". From mouthwatering
descriptions of classic diner dishes to the subtle nuances of culinary
techniques, the series tantalizes readers' taste buds while keeping them on
the edge of their seats. Penny's love of food and her willingness to
experiment with different flavors add an irresistible layer to the mysteries
she solves.

Supporting Cast: A Mix of Quirky and Intriguing
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Penny's journey is not a solitary one. She is accompanied by a cast of
quirky and intriguing characters who add depth and humor to the series.
There's her best friend, Sarah, a neurotypical woman who provides a
bridge to the outside world; her mentor, Patrick, a seasoned detective who
appreciates Penny's unique perspective; and a host of diner owners, staff,
and patrons who become both suspects and allies in her investigations.

The First Five Mysteries

The "Six Little Diners" series comprises six standalone mysteries, each
set in a different diner. The first five mysteries are:

1. The Case of the Missing Macarons at Magnolia's Diner
When a tray of exquisite macarons vanishes from Magnolia's Diner,
Penny's sweet tooth and keen eye for detail lead her on a search for the
missing treats and the culprit responsible for their disappearance.

2. The Trouble with Truffles at the Truffle Shuffle Diner
The hunt for a rare and expensive truffle takes a deadly turn when the
owner of the Truffle Shuffle Diner is found murdered. Penny digs into the
world of gourmet cuisine and uncovers a tangled web of greed and culinary
rivalry.

3. The Peril of Pastries at Priscilla's Pie Pantry
Priscilla's Pie Pantry is renowned for its delectable pastries, but when a
customer falls ill after indulging in a slice of strawberry rhubarb pie, Penny
suspects foul play and sets out to expose the truth behind the poisoned
treat.

4. The Mystery of the Missing Muffin Man at Marty's Muffin Mart



Marty's Muffin Mart is known for its towering muffins, but when the muffin
man himself goes missing, Penny must use all her senses to locate him
and uncover the secrets he may be hiding.

5. The Death by Doughnut at the Divine Doughnut Diner
The Divine Doughnut Diner is a paradise for doughnut lovers, but when one
of its employees is found dead, Penny's investigation takes her into the
deep-fried world of doughnut-making and the dangerous secrets hidden
within.

Themes and Significance

Beyond the captivating mysteries and tantalizing food descriptions, "Six
Little Diners" explores important themes such as:

Embracing neurodiversity: Penny's Asperger's Syndrome is not
portrayed as a hindrance but as an asset in her crime-solving
endeavors. The series celebrates the strengths and challenges of
neurodiversity.

The importance of community: The diners in the series serve as
microcosms of community, highlighting the power of human connection
and the value of supporting one another.

The search for justice: Penny's unwavering determination to uncover
the truth and bring criminals to justice serves as a reminder of the
importance of integrity and the pursuit of fairness.

"Six Little Diners: An Aspie Girl in Massachusetts Diner Short Story
Mysteries" is a delightful and thought-provoking series that combines cozy
mysteries, culinary adventures, and the celebration of neurodiversity.



Penny Parrish, the Aspie sleuth, is an inspiring character whose unique
perspective sheds a fresh light on the world of crime solving. With its
tantalizing food descriptions, quirky characters, and thought-provoking
themes, the series is a must-read for fans of cozy mysteries, food lovers,
and anyone who appreciates a good story.

Key Features

Engaging short story mysteries set in charming Massachusetts diners

A unique and relatable protagonist with Asperger's Syndrome

A vibrant and diverse cast of supporting characters

Tantalizing food descriptions that evoke the flavors and aromas of
classic diner dishes

Exploration of important themes such as neurodiversity, community,
and the search for justice

Additional Information

Author: Jane Doe

Genre: Cozy Mystery, Food Mystery, Short Story Mystery

Number of Books in the Series: 6
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